Bee Lesson - Grade 1
NGSS Standard - Structure, Function, and Informational Processing
Lesson Name: What Do Bees Do to Keep the Hive Alive?
2 30-minute sessions
steps 1-3 Lesson 1, steps 4 -5 Lesson 2
Steps
Lesson 1
Teacher introduc on the bee amazed game with a whole group ac vity using the game on a
smart board or similar if prac cal or small groups with the use of a laptop, etc.
1.
●
Students look at and discuss the apps images and links regarding ac vi es for
keeping the hive alive.
2.

1.Buzz into a circle, following the teacher, si ng the Students look at and discuss the apps
images and games about bees.
Play or demonstrate mazes that teach roles bees play in the hive.
1. Nurse Bee - She feeds the baby bees
2. A endant Bee - She cares for the Queen
3. Forager Bee - She ﬂies outside to ﬁnd food
4. Drone Bee - The only boy bee, He falls in Love with a Queen from another hive
5. Queen - She’s the ruler of the hive
3.
Students make bee body parts found on the apps links related to the work done by the
hive. Students make the bee parts with pipe cleaners.
Close the lesson by having the students buzz their parts to a loca on to get ready for the
next lesson.

Lesson 2
Introduc on – recall the last lesson by looking at the game again and then handing out
the bee parts to the students. (Or even be er have them buzz to the holding area one or
two at a me.)
1.

Students make up a spoken scene about working in the hive (5-7 minutes).
●
First, all students wear their bee parts and walk around the room doing bee work
quietly (1-2 minutes).
●
Next moving into pairs, students make up a spoken scene about working in the
hive.
●
Students begin crea ng a scene by moving as pairs of bees doing and talking
about their hive jobs and discuss at least 2 jobs in the hive (ﬁrst 5 minutes).
●
When students believe their scene includes their jobs in the hive and discusses at
least 2 jobs in the hive, they prac ce it 2-3 mes (second 5 minutes). (Memorizing lines
is not the goal, improvisa on is the method for story crea on and sharing)
2.
Students stand in a circle in pairs, face the group, speak clearly and loudly enough for
the audience to see and hear them. Students share their 1-minute scenes wearing their bee
parts.
●
A er the sharing, students observing might ask ques ons or comment on the
connec ons they no ced between the bee part and the work they saw happening in the
hive.
●
Close: guide the students in a quick review of the jobs in a hive and then have
the students buzz oﬀ in pairs to put their bee body parts away.
Materials
1. pipe cleaners
2. App links for making bee body parts with pipe cleaners
Learning and Demonstra ng Goals
Science connec on Standards
Observa ons to no ce the jobs in a bee hive and the bee body parts that help bees do their jobs.
Models to represent bee body parts
Communicate presen ng a student created scene between 2 bees that describes their jobs and the body parts they use to do their jobs.
Arts connec on Standards
Theatre - students create a 1-minute scene between 2 members of the hive talking about working in the hive. Use a beginning, middle and end
of an ac on.
Visual Arts – Iden fy parts of a bee. Create a bee body part to make with pipe cleaners that can be a ached to clothes (for example – eyes,
wings, legs, antennas)

Thank you! Feedback is welcomed. email: jaynee@geotots.com

